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Beginner and Intermediate PLO Group Courses 

Week 1 Essay:  PLO Hand Archetypes 

 The purpose of creating hand archetypes is to provide representatives that cover the most common and 

distinctive situation classes we encounter playing PLO.  We can also think of an archetype as a representative of a cluster 

of similar situations that are important and follow a pattern that distinguishes them from other clusters.  This essay 

describes the process that led to the 16 archetype hands that accompany it.   

It is important that an archetype be both common and distinctive.  The underlying goal is to most efficiently 

study the situations we care about.  If a type of situation is common, we want to study it more because it will happen more 

often.  If a type of situation is distinctive, we want to study it more because it is more difficult to learn about it from 

studying anything else.   

The archetypes chosen here reasonably cover the spectrum of PLO situations, and each works well as a baseline 

from which to tweak variables.  In these group courses and in future work, these archetypes or similar sets well be used in 

these ways.  That said, this set is far from the only viable set, and it isn’t presented with the implication that it is the best’ 

possible set, whatever the definition of ‘best’ is.   

The important thing is that filtering and classifying the large number of hands is a necessary step in structuring 

any analysis, including simple discussion with friends or a coach, PokerJuice or ProPokerTools work, and especially time-

intensive solver work.  The best approach to the filtering is likely to vary from person to person, but some elements are 

universal. 

Ideally, the archetype and the cluster it represents contains a key decision point that is recognizably distinct 

from other clusters of situations.  The most important archetypes will be those where the decision point involves a 

significant pot and/or bet.   

A clear case of an important archetype is a standard 100BB 4-bet pot. The 4-bettor almost always has AA, the 3-

bettor/caller has a defined range, and the pot they are fighting for is large.  With one pot-sized bet left for the flop, there is 

minimal wiggle room and both players are thinking about an equity threshold of around 30% for putting in the rest of 

their stack.   

Some board textures are atypical and it matters if the 4-bettor acts first or second, but fundamentally all 100 BB 

4-bet pots are more like each other than they are like anything else.     

While we generally want to focus on reasonably common large-pot situations like the standard 4-bet pot, we 

also want to focus on extraordinarily common scenarios, even if their typical pot size is small.   If we were to sum the 

average pot sizes from all pots in a set of situation clusters, we would care most about the clusters with largest 

aggregates.   

We will define situation clusters that have a large aggregate pot size as high-leverage clusters.  This essay will 

not include any precise calculations along these lines, but the concept will help guide us.    

For example, HU pots where the CO/BN opens and the BB defends have a much smaller average pot size than a 

4-bet pot, but because they also happen much more often we still care about them.  We might even want to split them into 

multiple archetypes covering distinctive texture and action runouts.  The total money in play after that pre-flop action is 

significant. 

Conversely, we care less about the 200BB deep pot where UTG opens, MP 3-bets, CO cold 4-bets, and both UTG 

and MP call.  While clearly a huge pot with interesting pre-flop action and post-flop decisions, this scenario does not 

happen enough for us to prioritize it.   

For that matter all 3-way/cold 4-bet-pot cases together are not common enough for us to put that as a top-16 

situation to analyze, even though the pots are large, distinctive, and interesting when they do happen. 
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Challenges 

 The core challenge in defining only 16 archetypes is that there are several variables that can describe a hand and 

each variable has several distinct options.  We have four streets of action, six players in different positions, three streets of 

board texture.  These are all nuanced objects that can be analyzed in depth individually, and the relationships among 

them are complex.   

It is interesting to consider, for example, the check/bet/call, check/check, check/bet/? action sequence in the 

abstract, but we then immediately want to address how different board texture sequences, SPRs, and pre-flop actions give 

that line context.    

Similarly, the transition from a Dynamic flop to a Static turn is inherently interesting, but the details are 

interesting too – is it a flush turn or a pairing turn?  Was the flop heavy (KT6s) or light (963s)?  Is it a single-raised or 3-

bet pot?  How many players saw the flop, who was the preflop raiser, and in which positions are everyone? What was the 

flop action? 

The cross product of all these factors creates an unmanageable list of hand types.  It is fine enough to reduce all 

stack sizes, positional cases, and flop textures into one ‘4-Bet Pot Archetype.’  It is less obvious which dimensions to 

reduce and which to highlight with respect to 3-bet pots and even less with single-raised pots.    

Do we care more about the distinction between HU and 3-way pots, dynamic flops and static flops, dynamic 

turns and static turns, large pots and small pots, positional factors?   

As discussed above, one key criterion is the total amount of money that goes into play within a given case.  As a 

result, we want to emphasize very common scenarios with a full range of pot sizes (single-raised pots that are broadly 

defined or explicitly include flop/turn check-throughs), and reasonably common scenarios with primarily larger pots (3-

bet, 4-bet pots, single-raised pots with post-flop raises or 2-3 streets of action). 

This describes the core high-leverage cases and is a good start, but we are left with the questions of where 

exactly we should draw the lines between types of situations and of how to pick a hand that best represents a cluster.   

One key generalizable factor is the nature of the ranges in play when we face the most meaningful decision(s).  It 

is generally easier to think first about the key elements of any hand that drive those ranges – pre-flop action, texture 

development, and action development.  As we do so, we need to focus on which cases lead to substantially similar ranges 

and which lead to distinctive range versus range matchups.   

The pre-flop action creates a basic framework for splitting hands into different Situation Classes that are defined 

by the number of players, the number of preflop raises/SPR, and the positional dynamic.   This is addressed is more detail 

in Chapter 10 (Module 10A) of Advanced PLO Theory.   

The first two are simple enough to understand; by ‘positional dynamic’ we mean primarily whether the player 

who puts in the final raise is in position or out of position and in multi-way pots what the implications are of the relative 

position of his opponents.   Eight basic cases are HU/MW x single-raised-pot/3-bet-pot x IP raiser/OOP raiser.   

We could expand also the scope to differentiate among exact positions, treating an IP opener in a HU single-

raised pot differently if he opened from the BN than from MP.  There is a true difference here, just like there is a difference 

between a HU single-raised pot with identical ranges but starting stacks of 150BB and with 100BB.   

That said, we have the entire post-flop part of the hand to consider as well, so there is only so much nuance we 

can handle without blowing up the number of archetypes beyond what is reasonable.  We want to define archetypes as 

broadly as possible without losing the most meaningful distinctions.   

The focus is on capturing the biggest differences among clusters of hands so that we can isolate for analysis a set 

of hands that will teach us the most about the largest number of hands we will play.  Once we have the core set of pre-

flop-defined Situation Classes, there are two key threads in the post-flop development of a hand to track.  One is the board 

texture development and the other is the development of the action.    

Board texture classification can be a complex task even if we consider each street in isolation.   Chapter 8:  

Advanced Board Texture of Advanced PLO Theory introduced a system for viewing flop texture that created 15 texture 

categories.  These were reduced to 4 in Chapter 10:  Flop Theory, but there are significant differences within the 

condensed categories.   
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The material in Chapter 11:  Turn Theory on flop-turn texture shifts showed roughly 20 shifts, with a reasonable 

reduction being to 6 categories.  And although the river can be neatly split into three main cases – those where a straight, 

a flush, or a full house is the nuts (a set is the nuts only 2% of the time) – there are many varying paths that get us to those 

rivers. 

It is almost impossible to collect this information and condense multi-street board texture into a small enough 

number of categories to drive our goal of having 16 hand archetypes that represent the most common and important 

types of hands.   

Similarly, on each street there are a handful of possible action sequences.  Heads-up the action can go bet-call, 

bet-fold, bet-raise-(fold/call/raise), check-check, check-bet-call, check-bet-fold, and check-bet-raise-(fold/call/raise).  In a 

multi-way pot there are many more options.   

When we chain together the action possibilities over three streets and account for bet sizing options, the space 

gets large quickly.  In combination with the texture possibilities, the space is very large.  In a book with 1000 briefly 

analyzed hands, we would want to traverse the whole space in more detail.  In searching for 16 archetypes we do not have 

the option. 

Narrowing the Scope   

There are four things we need to do to narrow the possibilities.   

One is to focus on the most impactful elements of the texture and action sequences, specifically 

highlighting cases where a common sequence causes a change in the composition of ranges that has effectively the same 

meaning even if the initial ranges are different.   

An example of this is the transition from a dynamic, suited flop like Qs9h6s to a flush turn like Qs9h6s4s.  On the 

flop all preflop ranges have a smooth distribution of hand values with sets, flush draws, straight draws, and combo hands 

all jockeying for position.   On the spade turn, all flush draws are elevated, all other hands are devalued significantly, and 

on all non-pairing rivers those hand strengths remain effectively constant.   

The flop action can signify major differences in the ranges that saw that turn.   A HU pot that goes check-check is 

much different than a 3-way pot that goes bet-call-call.  Similarly, when the flush completes and one or more straights also 

complete, the relative values of the weakened hands are different than on non-straight turns.   

But in each of these cases there is a similar impact from the flush draws becoming locked-in made hands and 

everything else being devalued into bluff-catchers and pure bluffs.  

The second way to narrow the possibilities is to return to the idea of identifying high-leverage cases 

within the potential situation clusters.  In other words, we want big pot scenarios that happen reasonably often and small-

medium pot scenarios that happen a lot.   

There is a circular reasoning problem here.  The goal is to find the important clusters.  To find out where the 

most money is in play we need to define the clusters first but we are trying to use that information to decide which 

clusters are most important. 

That said, there are a few obvious characteristics that lead to higher leverage clusters, and we can recognize 

them without being completely sure how they will combine to form the archetypes.  3-bet and 4-bet pots are all 

significantly larger than single-raised pots.  Dynamic flops (connected, suited) are common and induce action.   

Static flops (paired, monotone particularly) tend toward moderate action, with smaller bet sizes and frequent 

close decisions whether to value bet, bluff, or call in medium sized pots.  There are fewer varieties of board runout for 

Static flops, so centering on the most common action sequences and bundling a lot of texture sequences together is logical. 

Quite obviously, pots with two or three streets of betting are much larger than pots with one street of betting.  

Any pot where we have SPR 1 on the turn or river is potentially high-leverage, provided the rest of the context is common 

enough. 

Finally, if we get to the turn after a flop bet and call(s) and someone bets or has a difficult decision whether to 

bet, we are often in a high-leverage case; the sequence is common and the pot has a good chance of being larger than 
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average.  Furthermore, the turn-river dynamic is quite different on Static and Dynamic turns, with both cases happening 

often.  

The third element of reducing the scope is combine intuition with a high-level view of the texture and 

action development.  This will help us decide which potential clusters are important enough to ask how much total 

money is in play within them.  Once we have a smaller set of high-level cases that we know are potentially important, we 

can address which of them have the highest aggregate pot sizes and where a class is so large that it can be logically split.  

This includes recognizing how certain texture runouts sync with certain action sequences.  For example, it is 

generally more likely that the bettor from one street will remain the bettor on future streets when the board texture 

begins Static or when it begins Dynamic and the future streets are blanks.  This applies to flop-turn, turn-river, and flop-

turn-river sequences.   The most common case of a change in aggressor on Static boards is the case with wide flop ranges 

and a checked-through turn. 

It is therefore most useful to consider bet-call/bet-call/bet-? on a Static board, most useful to consider a 

sequence like check-bet-call/bet-? on a Dynamic flop that shifts to a Static turn, and most useful to consider  

Fourth, we want to approximately map the set of archetypes to the frequency with which the broadest 

classification factors occur, while lightly accounting for how leveraged and unique those cases are.  When considering 

the more detailed classification factors, we want to select more aggressively based on leverage and distinctiveness. 

The goal is to require that none of the major individual classifications are unnecessarily repeated, while also 

trying to match the combinations so that the pre-flop action, texture development, and post-flop action in each case create 

the most interesting decision points. 

 We clearly want a single 4-bet pot archetype.  3-bet pots occur roughly 20% of the time, but because they are 

highly leveraged and there are a few important texture and positional cases we can aim for 3-5 archetypes in a set of 16.  

A significant majority of 3-bet pots are HU, but squeezed 3-way pots are common enough that we want to have one. 

Among single-raised pots, HU and multi-way pots are roughly equally common, with most multi-way pots being 

3-way. Splitting the remaining 8-10 single-raised pot cases evenly between HU and 3-way pots is logical, possibly with 

one 4- or 5-way pot if we decide a combination of other factors highlights something meaningful that is distinct with more 

than 3 players.   

One such case would be the shift from 3-ways to 5-ways on a paired flop.  In the latter case it is very likely 

someone has trips+ (70%-80%), while in the former it is probable but not highly probable (~40%-50%).  This has a 

major impact on the way the hand will play; the key question would be if the 5-way paired flop case is common enough to 

highlight.   

In terms of board texture, roughly 5/6ths of flops are unpaired, split 60% straight-free, 20% possible straight, 

and 5% monotone.  About 40% of the non-monotone cases convert to a Static turn and overall half of turns are Static and 

half are Dynamic.  Among unpaired, non-monotone cases, the ratio of suited to rainbow flops is 60/40.   

Roughly 1/6th of flops are paired, half of those XXY (JJ7) and half XYY (T88), with the latter playing more static 

especially with a Broadway top card (K55) that brings a highly-weighted barely-vulnerable nut full house.   

If we split the textures proportionally, we want the 16 archetypes to include ~ 8-10 unpaired straight-free flops, 

with 3-4 rainbow and 5-6 suited.  We want ~ 2-4 possible straight flops, with 1-2 rainbow and 1-2 suited, and we want 3 

paired flops and 1 monotone flop.   

We want to map the pots that see the turn to ~ 50/50 Static/Dynamic turns.  Within pots that see the river we 

care most about whether the texture cases Dynamic turns lead to are covered and whether the action cases Static turns 

lead to are covered. 

Finally, we want to have some coverage of variable stack sizes.  It is convenient to primarily use 100BB stacks, 

which are standard particularly online and thus the most common case.  We do want to address deeper pots and pots 

with short stacks, assigning them to action/texture sequences where the variation is most meaningful.  Deep and short 

stacks are both most relevant when they restrict or alter options that are standard with 100BB.   

For example, 150BB+ 3-bet pots create SPRs of 6+ rather than ~4, which significantly changes the equity 

thresholds for stacking off, increases the frequency with which someone facing a flop bet should call rather than raise, and 
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decreases the frequency an OOP should bet, and has many implications for bet sizing.  We see more SPR 1.5-2 turns with a 

variety of flop texture/range match-up cases.  These SPRs are fundamentally different than SPR 1 on both Dynamic and 

Static turns, for different reasons.  

When short stacks are involved, we need to alter pre-flop ranges.  A short stack pre-flop 3-bet/4-bet situation is 

interesting and common enough to consider for an archetype.  The analysis is primarily a single, albeit nuanced, math 

problem.  It is probably not worth selecting but it is important to at least mention.   

More interesting is the frequency with which pots with short stacks, especially bad loose-passive short stacks, 

turn into low-SPR flop and turn situations with wider ranges than normal.  For example, in a three-way single-raised pot 

with a 40BB stack, a single flop bet that leads to the short stack seeing a HU turn creates SPR 1.   

The ranges deciding whether to shove here are much different than an SPR 1 turn that begin with 100BB stacks, 

whether we got there with a pre-flop 3-bet and flop bet-call or a single pre-flop raise and a flop bet-raise-call. 

It is difficult to do optimally consolidate of this at once, but a reasonable set of archetypes is possible and the 

process of defining them will be instructive.  Knowing what has been left out makes it easier to apply analysis of the final 

set more broadly.   

Core Texture and Action Differentiators 

To combine the four elements above we need to focus on the action and texture possibilities and ask 

three questions.  One, what frequent sequences define substantial differentiation in the ranges in play from other cases 

with some of the same variables?  Two, which cases are highest-leverage?  Three, how do we identify a small number of 

key pre-flop sequences, texture paths, and post-flop action sequences to use as the pieces from which to build archetypes?  

Pre-flop action gives us the least information about post-flop ranges.  There is always a modest asymmetry 

between raiser and caller(s), with the raiser favoring AA and Broadway.  This asymmetry is magnified in 3-bet and 4-bet 

pots.  The main thing to consider is that we probably want to see at least one 3-bet pot archetype that strongly favors the 

3-bettor (like KJ6s) and one that significant reduces his advantage (like 864s). 

With single-raised pots, it is moderately interesting if the raiser has position or not, so we will want to have 

roughly the same number of IP and OOP cases.  We particularly care about covering both the cases where pre-flop 

positions map to ranges that are very similar (such as MP open, CO call) and those that are very different (such as MP 

open, BB defend).   

It is then useful to link those cases to flops where the pre-flop similarity/difference is most meaningful and/or 

most likely to incite action.  For example, if the matchup is between a tight opening range and wider calling range, it is 

more likely to be interesting to have a flop that favors the raiser when the raiser is OOP and a flop that reduces the raiser’s 

edge when the raiser is in position.  There are too many check/bet/fold cases when MP is the raiser, BB defends, and the 

flop is AJ4.  

One useful view of the difference between HU and 3-way pots is that there are differences in which parts of the 

pre-flop ranges matter depending on the board texture.  Most notably, on Dynamic flops and turns the smooth equity 

distributions and ease of being aggressive with the top end of ranges means that the middle and upper-middle of ranges 

are often the most interesting.  

Multi-way Dynamic flop pots will often be very straightforward.  Everyone has a good chance of hitting a KT7s 

flop hard, so anyone who misses it in a 3+-way pot has no options.  Those pots are more a battle of who flopped better and 

runs better than is a HU pot on the same flop where it is easier for someone to make a mistake.  There are still interesting 

decisions in each case, and multi-way Dynamic flop pots are both common and high-leverage, but it is easier to consider 

them as one large group that doesn’t need to be split.   

Conversely, multi-way paired, monotone, or dry straight flops deserve more nuanced attention, because the way 

those hands play is more defined by the top of ranges.  For example, on JJ9r, there is a significant drop-off in value from 

full houses to strong jacks to weak jacks, and a steeper drop from that (roughly) top 20% to the next best hands – AA-QQ 

and wraps.  With this stratification among the top 20% and then between it and everything else, 3-way action is prime for 

interesting questions of maximizing value and bluffing opportunities.   
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HU on JJ9r it is more likely neither player is in that top 20% and action is more likely to shut down when both 

are in the wide middle of their ranges.  Just like with multi-way Dynamic flop pots, we care about these cases too, but we 

can comfortably bundle all Static flop textures into one HU archetype, particularly if we can clearly isolate the most 

meaningful action sequence.  Multi-way Static flop cases probably deserve two archetypes.  

One pivotal question about the texture development of a hand is whether the turn is Static (full house or flush is 

the nuts) or Dynamic (set or straight is the nuts).  It isn’t always the most important factor overall, but if we see the turn 

with SPR 1+, it is usually one of the most important factors.   

Having established a central texture question, we now want to ask what the major texture subcases are and link 

them with the common action sequences that fit each case.  The emphasis is on what combinations cause common, 

distinctive turn decision points that are weighted toward larger pots/bets.  

One reason the Static/Dynamic turn split is a consequential classification is that it connects both backward to 

the flop texture and forward to the river texture.  Another is that the turn is most often the street that determines how big 

of a pot we are playing.  A third is that Static and Dynamic turns are roughly equally probable and they play very 

differently, making both worth significant analysis. 

The meaning of the turn texture is best understood by relating it to the flop texture and the river possibilities.  

We don’t want to cover the whole scope of texture shifts, but we do want to at least differentiate among cases where the 

nuts changes in a significant way and cases where it does not.  A board that begins monotone or paired leads to one type 

of Static turn, while Dynamic unpaired flops lead to a different type.   

Notably, when a flush draw is possible on an unpaired flop we will have a Static turn more often than when the 

flop is rainbow, for the obvious reason that a flush can complete in addition to the possibility of a board pair.  Conversely, 

the rainbow flops that are generally less Dynamic than suited flops are more likely to become Dynamic turns.   

The result is that when we see a rainbow flop, we need to think more about backdoors and setting up to have 

balanced coverage of most turns.  We also are less likely to see a lot of flop action, and more likely to see heavy turn 

action.    

Meanwhile, on a suited flop we need to think about three or four turn cases that are roughly evenly distributed 

among Static and Dynamic.  We are also more likely to see heavy flop action, but we are more likely to see things shut 

down on the turn regardless of flop action. 

These generalities mask a lot of nuance – there is a wide range of connectedness cases, including the differences 

between possible-straight flops and straight-free unpaired flops.  K87, K86, K85, K84, and K83 all have meaningful 

differences from each other, as do T96, T86, and T76.   

The heaviness of the board is also important.  Heavy boards have 2-3 Broadway cards and hit pre-flop ranges 

hard (KJ7), while Light boards have 0-1 Broadway cards and do not hit pre-flop ranges hard (T63).  There is a spectrum 

here with significant shifts in post-flop ranges as we move from the top of the deck to the bottom of the deck. 

We can address some of these differences, but only barely given the goal of covering the full scope of possible 

hands using 16 complete multi-street archetype hands.   

With respect to the turn-river transition, Dynamic and Static turns are extremely different and the 

resulting focuses in studying them are also different.   

On a standard Dynamic turn like QsJd6c8d, there are four core river cases – cards where T9 remains the nuts 

(non-diamond 7/5/4/3/2, roughly 30% of cards), cards where a higher straight becomes the nuts (non-diamond 

A/K/T/9, roughly 25% of cards), cards where a flush becomes the nuts (diamond A/K/T/9/7/5/4/3/2, roughly 20% of 

cards), and cards where a full house becomes the nuts (Q/J/8/6, roughly 25% of cards).   

The most important question when making decisions on Dynamic turns (and by implication on the flops that 

lead to them) is balancing coverage of the multiple river cases.  This can be difficult to do – for example calling the flop or 

turn instead of raising often effectively eliminates one set of rivers from our range.   

To best study this turn-river transition we need to focus on cases where the flop and turn sequence make this 

turn-river texture transition interesting.  We also want to cover the key river subcases within the archetypes that see the 

river. 
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On a standard Static turn like QsJd6dJh, there are one or two core river cases.  Here the board will stay paired on 

QQ/QJ will remain the nuts/second nuts on almost all rivers.  When we get to this spot with wide ranges heavy in 

AA/KK/Q+ and draws, we still see hand values that are much less likely to change than on Dynamic turns.   

The river card also matters, but it matters less when less will change because of it.  Meanwhile, the betting 

sequence (actions and sizing) and player value-betting and bluffing tendencies and frequencies become more important.  

Therefore, our archetypes that where a Static turn sees the river need to focus more on distinctive betting sequencing.  

Archetypes List 

The process described above leads to the following list of archetypes.  The full hands are attached as a set of 

PokerJuice .pkj files with action sequences that lead to a key decision point.  Written street-by-street ranges are not 

included but left as an exercise.   

Again, this is not presented as a final solution to selecting archetypes; that solution can’t exist.  But it is a 

reasonable place to start, and most of the cases that might be in a different archetypes list are only one or two degrees 

removed from one of those given here. 

For example, in Archetype 2, two obvious interesting questions are what happens as the stacks get increasingly 

deeper and what the impact is of switching positions.  If we are interested in that question and expand to look at 6+ cases, 

it doesn’t much matter if the official archetype hand is 200BB deep with an OOP 3-bettor or 150BB deep with an IP 3-

bettor.   

The same is true if we want to look at a spectrum of board textures, and so on.  The archetype hands should be 

near the center of a region of interest, but close is good enough.  We will cover the central cases any time we choose to 

expand, and if we decide not to it should be because we already feel comfortable with how to adjust to similar cases.  

Archetype 1:  Standard 4-Bet Pot, Neutral Flop Texture.   

Archetype 2:  Deep 3-Bet Pot, Favors OOP 3-Bettor, Dynamic Flop.   

Archetype 3:  3-Bet Pot, Favors* OOP Caller, Played Slow.   

Archetype 4:  3-Bet Pot, Favors IP 3-Bettor, Static Flop.   

Archetype 5:  Deep 3-way 3-Bet Pot, Neutral Flop, HU Static Turn.   

Archetype 6:  HU SRP Raiser OOP, Rainbow Straight-Free Flop, Action Turn, Flush River.   

Archetype 7:  HU SRP Raiser IP v Short Stack, Dynamic Straight Flop, Blank Turn.   

Archetype 8:  HU SRP Raiser OOP, XXYs Flop, Draw-Completing Turn.   

Archetype 9:   HU SRP Raiser IP, Suited Straight-Free Flop, Flop Check-Raise, Pairing Turn, Flush River.   

Archetype 10:  HU SRP, Raiser IP, Dynamic Flop, Flop Check-Raise.  

Archetype 11:  3-Way SRP, OOP Raiser, Monotone Flop, Triple Barrel.   

Archetype 12:  3-Way SRP, MP Raiser, Dry XYY Flop, Flop Check-Raise.   

Archetype 13:  3-Way SRP, IP Raiser, Neutral Straight Flop, OOP Double-Barrel.   

Archetype 14:  4-Way SRP, MP raiser, Dry XXY Flop, Heavy Turn/River.   

Archetype 15:  3-Way SRP, MP Raiser, Neutral Flop, Heavy Runout.   

Archetype 16:  Deep 3-Way SRP, Dynamic Flop, Heavy Action.   

*worth noting that with normal ranges, the 3-bettor has an equity advantage on all flops.  A flop that ‘favors’ the caller is 

one where the raw equity is close and a sizable chunk of the 3-bettor’s equity edge comes from the AA-KK in the middle of 

his range that has equity realization problems. 

 


